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ABSTRACT The sharing of personal health records can help to improve the accuracy of the doctor’s

diagnosis and to promote the progress of medical research. Currently, to reduce the maintenance cost of data,

personal health records are usually outsourced to a third party such as the cloud service provider. In this case,

patients may lose direct control over their personal health records and the semi-trusted cloud service provider

may tamper with or reveal personal health records. Therefore, ensuring the privacy and integrity of personal

health records and realizing the fine-grained access control are crucial issues when personal health records

are shared. As a distributed architecture with decentralized and tamper-proof features, blockchain provides

a new way to protect the personal health records sharing system. In this paper, we propose a new personal

health records sharing scheme with data integrity verifiable based on blockchain. Aiming at the problems

of privacy disclosure, limited keyword search ability and loss of control rights in the process of personal

health record sharing, the new scheme uses searchable symmetric encryption and attribute-based encryption

techniques to achieve privacy protection, keyword search, and fine-grained access control. Compared with

the existing similar schemes, the new scheme allows patients to distribute attribute private key for users,

avoiding many security problems caused by the existing of attribute authority in the scheme. Furthermore,

the new scheme uses blockchain to manage keys in the scheme, avoiding the single point failure problem

of centralized key management. In particular, the new scheme stores the hash values of encrypted personal

health records in blockchain, and the related index set is stored in smart contract, which can further improve

the efficiency of data integrity verification. Finally, performance evaluation and security analysis indicate

that our scheme is secure and feasible for practical use.

INDEX TERMS Personal health records, blockchain, smart contract, searchable symmetric encryption,

attribute-based encryption, data integrity verification.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the rapid development of network informa-

tion technology and cloud technology has brought a huge

impact on people’s lifestyle. The emergence of personal

health records sharing system based on electronic informa-

tion and cloud technology enables patients to store, manage

and share their health information conveniently, efficiently

and accurately. As a kind of healthcare information recorded

and managed by the patient, personal health records provide

the patient with a complete and accurate personal medical

history that can be obtained online. These personal health

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Martin Reisslein.

records are valuable resources, and reasonable sharing of

personal health records can benefit patients, research insti-

tutions, pharmaceutical companies, and the whole healthcare

system.

In the personal health records sharing system, patient’s

personal health records are often outsourced to the third

party such as the cloud service provider in order to achieve

resource sharing and reduce the maintenance costs of data

center. Under the circumstances, one of the most controver-

sial issues is how to ensure the security, privacy and searcha-

bility of personal health records while achieving fine-grained

access control. An effective solution is to combine cloud stor-

age, searchable symmetric encryption, and attribute-based

encryption together. But this approach also presents a new
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set of challenges. First, when various encryption mecha-

nisms are used to protect personal health records outsourced

to the cloud server, centralized key management will lead

to a single point of failure. Secondly, almost all attribute-

based encryption schemes require a trusted authority to set

up the system and distribute the private keys for system

participants. However, it is very difficult to find a com-

pletely credible authority in reality. In addition, the system

participants usually escrow their attribute private keys to the

trusted authority in the attribute-based encryption scheme.

This so-called key escrow problem can compromise the con-

fidentiality of personal health records outsourced by patients

to the cloud server, especially when the authorization cen-

ter is threatened. Finally, the cloud platform may not be

credible due to issues such as employee corruption. During

the sharing of the personal health records, the cloud server

may return tampered or partially qualified encrypted personal

health records to users for its benefit. These erroneous or

incomplete personal health records can mislead users (such

as doctors, research institutions or other patients) into mak-

ing false judgments that endanger the lives of patients or

others.

Fortunately, the emergence of blockchain technology pro-

vides a new way to solve the above problems. The use of

blockchain for key management and distribution makes key

management and distribution easier and more secure. In addi-

tion, the blockchain has the characteristics of unforgeable and

tamper-proof. Every event or transaction on the blockchain

is timestamped and cannot be tampered with once it is

recorded on the blockchain. Therefore, storing the hash val-

ues of encrypted personal health records onto the blockchain

not only can effectively avoid the bad consequences caused

by incorrect or partially satisfied encrypted personal health

records returned by the malicious cloud server. Meanwhile,

the cloud server can also be urged to honestly perform the

operation according to the requirements of users.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

(1) We propose a new personal health records sharing

scheme, in which the cloud storage, searchable symmetric

encryption, attribute-based encryption, blockchain technol-

ogy and smart contract are combined together to achieve

privacy protection, keyword search, fine-grained access con-

trol and data integrity verification. Compared with existing

similar solutions, the new scheme allows patients to dis-

tribute attribute private keys to users, enabling fine-grained

access control to be implemented without relying on any third

party.

(2) In the new scheme, the single point failure problem

that a single entity manages private keys in a centralized way

is solved by managing and distributing private keys through

blockchain. Furthermore, blockchain and smart contract work

together to enable users to quickly and effectively verify the

integrity and correctness of encrypted personal health records

received from the cloud server without interacting with the

cloud server.

(3) The data integrity verification contract is implemented

in the new scheme and the contract is deployed to the official

Ethereum test network Rinkeby. And we evaluate the perfor-

mance of the new scheme in terms of smart contract cost and

file encryption efficiency. Finally, the security analysis of the

new scheme is given.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The

related work is discussed in Section II. Preliminaries needed

for the new scheme are reviewed in Section III. The

model of our scheme is given in Section IV. The spe-

cific design of our scheme is described in Section V.

Data integrity verification contract and performance eval-

uation and security analysis are given in Sections VI

and VII, respectively. Finally, the conclusion is made in

SectionVIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this part, we briefly summarize the relevant researches on

encryption technology and blockchain technology related to

the scheme proposed in this paper.

A. SEARCHABLE SYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION

Searchable symmetric encryption mechanism is an important

technology to realize the secure storage of data. It allows

users to store encrypted document set to the cloud server

and maintain the ability to perform a keyword search on the

document without revealing document content and search

information. In 2000, Song et al. [1] proposed the first

searchable symmetric encryption scheme, which ensures that

the cloud server could not learn any information about the

plaintext of keyword and the plaintext of search results when

searching with the ciphertext of keyword. However, the secu-

rity of the scheme is relatively low, and it is secure under

choose plaintext attack (CPA). In 2006, Curtmola et al. [2]

proposed a new security definition for searchable symmetric

encryption, and constructed two new searchable symmet-

ric encryption schemes (SSE-1 and SSE-2) under the new

security definition. In 2010, Wang et al. [3] proposed the

definition of sortable searchable symmetric encryption and

gave an effective design of symmetric key order-preserving

encryption technique based on existing cryptographic primi-

tives. In 2012, Premasathian and Choto [4] proposed a multi-

keyword retrieval scheme for the first time. The scheme

uses AND gate to connect different keywords, and hides

user data and search token to ensure security. In 2017,

Li et al. [5] proposed a searchable symmetric encryption

scheme using blockchain technology, in which user data

is split and stored on the blockchain. However, simulation

experiments on the bitcoin blockchain show that it is not

practical to store a large amount of data on the blockchain.

In 2018, Zhang et al. [6] proposed a two-side verifiable

trusted keyword search scheme based on blockchain. The

scheme ensures that the encrypted data can be searched

and the search results can be verified. At the same time,

fair payment is achieved between the cloud server and the

user.
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B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION

As an extension of public key cryptography and identity-

based cryptography, attribute-based encryption can

realize fine-grained access control to data. In 2005,

Sahai and Waters [7] first proposed the concept of attribute-

based encryption. In 2006, Goyal et al. [8] divided the

attribute-based encryption into key policy attribute-based

encryption and ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption

according to the differences of ciphertext and key expres-

sion forms and application scenarios, and constructed the

first key policy attribute-based encryption scheme. In 2007,

Bethencourt et al. [9] constructed the first ciphertext policy

attribute-based scheme. In recent years, with the proposal

of some basic schemes [10]–[14] and the continuous deep-

ening of the research on attribute cryptography, researchers

have made many achievements in attribute cryptography. For

example, to improve communication efficiency and reduce

the computing cost of users who want to access encrypted

data stored in the cloud, Li et al. [15] proposed KSF-OABE:

outsourced attribute-based encryption with keyword search

function for cloud storage. Besides, Li et al have done a lot

of work to solve the problems of user revocation, attribute

revocation and side channel attack in attribute-based encryp-

tion schemes, and achieved some important results [16]–[19].

Especially, considering that too long ciphertext will cause

high communication cost in practical application, many

researchers begin to study attribute encryption scheme with

fixed ciphertext length. Emura et al. [20] considered the

attribute-based encryption scheme with constant ciphertext

length, but the encryption policy in this scheme can only sup-

port the AND gate access structure. Attrapadung et al. [21]

proposed a ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption

scheme. The scheme supports threshold access structures and

the length of ciphertext is constant.

C. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATION

As the underlying technology of Bitcoin, the blockchain first

appeared in Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer cash system [22] pub-

lished by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008, which describes in detail

how to establish a new set of decentralized point-to-point

trading system without trust foundation, and its realizability

has been proved by the stable operation of bitcoin since 2009.

As a decentralized ledger, blockchain records the experience

of a subject from the original state to the current state in the

form of an immutable log [23]–[25]. In recent years, inspired

by the great success of blockchain in the financial field,

many researchers have begun to actively explore the appli-

cation of blockchain technology in other fields. For example,

decentralized internet of things [26]–[29], decentralized data

sharing [30]–[34], etc.

In particular, great achievements have been made in

the exploration of the application of blockchain in the

medical field. Yue et al. [35] proposed a blockchain-

based medical data gateway that allows patients to easily

and securely access their data without disclosing privacy.

Azaria et al. [36] designed a new medical data manage-

ment system based on blockchain. The system provides

convenience for patients access their medical information

across providers and medical sites. In recent years, many

blockchain-based methods and systems [37]–[41] have been

proposed for the acquisition, storage and management of

patient medical data. Besides, many blockchain-based medi-

cal data sharing methods have been proposed. Xia et al. [42]

proposed a blockchain-based electronic medical record shar-

ing scheme. The solution addresses the access control issues

associated with sensitive data stored in the cloud, utilizing

tamper-proof and built-in autonomy attributes of the per-

missioned blockchain. However, the existence of some third

parties such as key publishers and authenticators, makes the

scheme havemany security risks. Zheng et al. [43] proposed a

personal health records sharing scheme based on blockchain,

cloud storage and machine learning. The scheme ensures

that patients can easily and safely share their personal health

records and benefit from the process. But the scheme does

not consider how to verify the correctness and integrity of the

personal health records returned by cloud servers.

By analyzing the existing schemes, it can be seen that

the existing personal health records sharing schemes based

on cloud storage and blockchain can’t achieve fine-grained

access control of data well. Besides, there is the risk of

privacy leakage in these centralized management systems.

In particular, when a user wants to verify the correctness and

the integrity of encrypted personal health records returned by

the cloud server, it is necessary to frequently interact with the

cloud server, which makes the scheme inefficient in practice.

Aiming at these problems in the existing schemes, in this

paper, we propose a new personal health records sharing

scheme with data integrity verifiable based on blockchain.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review some basic techniques used in our

scheme, and the important symbols used in our scheme are

summarized in Table 1.

A. ACCESS STRUCTURE IN THE ATTRIBUTE-BASED

ENCRYPTION SCHEME

Consider a set of parties P = {P1, · · · ,Pn}. A collection

A ⊂ 2P is said to be monotone if for ∀B,B′,B ∈ A, and

B′ ⊆ B, then B′ ∈ A. An access structure A [21] is the

nonempty subset of P, i.e. A ⊆ 2P \ {φ}. The sets in A are

called authorized sets, and the sets that are not inA are called

unauthorized sets. Particularly, an access structureA is called

a threshold access structure if there exists a positive integer

tA, such that B ∈ A if and only of |B| ≥ tA, where |B| denotes

the number of elements in set B.

B. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

The blockchain [22] is essentially a distributed ledger with

the characteristics of decentralization, trustless, and tamper-

proof, etc. The blockchain is a chain of data blocks linked

together, and the link pointer is the hash value generated
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TABLE 1. Notations table.

FIGURE 1. The data structure of blockchain.

by processing the block header with a cryptographic hash

algorithm. Each data block in the blockchain records a set

of tree-like transaction status information composed of hash

values to ensure that the transaction data in each block cannot

be tampered with, and the block linked in the blockchain

cannot be tampered with.

The data structure of blockchain is shown in Figure 1,

each data block in the blockchain contains two parts: block

header and block body. The block header encapsulates the

current version number, the hash value of the previous block,

the timestamp, the random number, the target hash value of

the current block, and the root value of the Merkle tree. The

block body contains the Merkle tree of all transactions in the

current block and the count of all transactions in the block.

C. ETHEREUM TRANSACTION

Ethereum transactions [30] are signed packets that store

messages sent from external owned accounts (EOA). The

message data is Ether or contract execution parameter.

The data structure of the Ethereum transaction is shown

in Figure 2, the Nonce field indicates the number of trans-

actions sent by this transaction sender. The Gas Limit field

indicates the maximum gas allowed for this transaction. The

Gas Price field indicates the price of the gas fee that the

sender of the transaction is willing to pay. The To field

FIGURE 2. Ethereum transaction.

FIGURE 3. The model of smart contract.

represents the contract address when the contract is called

and the destination user’s address when the transfer is made.

The Value field represents the number of Ether transferred

from the sender to the receiver. The V R S field is the sender’s

signature information. The Data field is the optional data field

where the transaction sender can store any data that he/she

wants to store.

D. SMART CONTRACT

Smart contracts are modular, reusable, and automatically exe-

cuted scripts that run on the blockchain. Smart contract itself

is a participant in the blockchain network, which responds

to the received information, receives and stores value, and

sends out information and value. When the smart contract is

deployed, the bytecode compiled by the compiler is stored in

the blockchain, and there is a storage address corresponding

to it. The model for the smart contract is shown in Figure 3,

when a predefined condition in the contract occurs, a transac-

tion is sent to the contract address, and all network nodes exe-

cute the opcodes generated by compiling the contract scripts,

and finally write the execution results to the blockchain.

IV. THE MODEL OF OUR SCHEME

In this part, themodel of our scheme is given, and the function

of each entity in the scheme and the workflow of the scheme

are briefly introduced.

A. THE SCHEME ENTITIES

As shown in Figure 4, our scheme mainly includes three

entities: patient, user and cloud server.
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FIGURE 4. The model of the scheme.

Patient: The owner of personal health records. In order

to achieve resource sharing and reduce the cost of data

maintenance, the patient usually encrypts personal health

records and uploads them to the cloud server. In our scheme,

the patient is mainly responsible for deploying the smart

contract, generating and distributing attribute private key for

the user.

User: Individuals or organizations that access patient’s

personal health records for research or other useful purposes.

Cloud server: It stores encrypted personal health records

and keyword indexes of encrypted personal health records

uploaded by the patient, and provides the search service for

users with access rights in the personal health records sharing

stage.

B. THE WORKFLOW OF THE SCHEME

Our scheme includes four stages: initialization, personal

health records storage, personal health records sharing and

personal health records management.

1) INITIALIZATION STAGE

In this stage, the patient initializes some parameters for later

use, and deploys the compiled data integrity verification con-

tract to blockchain and records the contract address and ABI.

As shown in step 1© of Figure 4.

2) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS STORAGE STAGE

This stage includes three procedures: outsourcing prepara-

tion, storage enforcement and storage confirmation. Among

them, outsourcing preparation corresponds to the steps 2© 3©

in Figure 4, storage enforcement corresponds to the

steps 4© 5© in Figure 4, and storage confirmation corresponds

to the steps 6© 7© 8© in Figure 4. Each step is described as

follows:

2© The patient encrypts personal health record set to be

outsourced to the cloud server with a searchable symmetric

encryption scheme and sends the generated ciphertext set and

the keyword index set to the cloud server.

3© The patient encrypts the key of searchable symmet-

ric encryption scheme with an attribute-based encryption

scheme, and saves the ciphertext of the key to the blockchain

through a transaction and records the transaction id.

4© The cloud server stores personal health record cipher-

text set and the keyword index set sent by the patient and

builds a signature based on the stored personal health record

ciphertext set. Then the signature is saved to the blockchain

through a transaction, and the transaction id is recorded.

5© The cloud server sends the transaction id recorded in the

step 4© to the patient.

6© The patient reads the signature of the cloud server from

blockchain according to the transaction id sent by the cloud

server. Once the signature is validated, the patient believes

that the personal health record ciphertext set stored by the

cloud server is correct.

7© The patient saves the hash values of all encrypted

personal health records to the blockchain in the form of

transactions and records all transaction ids.

8© The patient generates keyword indexes for the hash

values of all encrypted personal health records and stores

these indexes into the data integrity verification contract.

After that, the patient deletes the local personal health record

set and the corresponding ciphertext set.

3) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS SHARING STAGE

This stage includes four procedures: request access, access

authorization, personal health records retrieval, and personal

health records verification. Request access corresponds to

steps 9©10©11©12© of Figure 4. Access authorization corre-

sponds to step 13© of Figure 4. Personal health records

retrieval corresponding to steps 14©15© of Figure 4. Personal

health records verification corresponding to steps 16©17©18© of

Figure 4. Each step is shown below:

9© The user sends an access request containing his/her

identity information and Ethereum account address to the

patient.

10© The patient selects an appropriate attribute set for the

user and generates the corresponding attribute private key,

and the attribute private key is encrypted with a symmetric

key generated through the Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-

tocol and stored to the blockchain through a transaction, and

the transaction id is recorded.

11© The patient adds the user’s Ethereum account address

to the data integrity verification contract.

12©The patient sends the contract address andABI recorded

in step 1©, the transaction ids recorded in steps 3©10©, and the

attribute set selected in step 10© to the user.

13© The user first reads the ciphertext of the attribute private

key and the ciphertext of the searchable symmetric encryption

scheme key from blockchain according to the transaction ids

in the message sent by the patient. Then, the user sequentially

executes the decryption algorithm of the symmetric encryp-

tion scheme and the decryption algorithm of the attribute-

based encryption scheme to restore the attribute private key

and the searchable symmetric encryption scheme key.

14© The user generates a token using the key of the search-

able symmetric encryption scheme obtained in step 13© and
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the keyword he/she is interested in, and then sends the token

to the cloud server.

15© The cloud server performs a search according to the

token received from the user and returns search results to the

user.

16© The user calls the data integrity verification contract

with the token that is generated in step 14©.

17© The data integrity verification contract responds to the

user’s request, performs the search and saves the searched

transaction id set to the blockchain in the form of events.

18© The user obtains the transaction id set returned by

the data integrity verification contract through monitoring

the blockchain, and reads the hash values of the target files

from the blockchain according to the transaction id set. Later,

the user verifies the integrity and correctness of the search

results returned by the cloud server based on the hash values

read from the blockchain.

4) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS MANAGEMENT STAGE

In the stage, the patient uploads the newly generated personal

health records to the cloud server or deletes some encrypted

personal health records stored in the cloud server, which

corresponds to step 19© of Figure 4.

V. THE SPECIFIC DESIGN OF OUR SCHEME

A. DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Searchable encryption mechanisms and attribute-based

encryption mechanisms can effectively address the problems

of privacy leak, limited keyword search ability, and access

control when sharing personal health records in the cloud

storage. But it will also introduce a new set of challenges.

Firstly, there are a large number of personal health records,

although privacy protection and fine-grained access control

can be achieved by directly encrypting themwith an attribute-

based encryption scheme, the scheme is inefficient. The

combination of symmetric encryption and attribute-based

encryption is an effective way to solve this problem. But the

problem of the key security in the encryption scheme needs

to be solved urgently. To solve this problem, our scheme

uses blockchain to realize key management and distribution.

In particular, considering the cost of storing data on the

blockchain, our scheme adopts the attribute-based encryption

scheme with constant ciphertext length, and security proof of

the scheme is detailed in literature [21].

Secondly, in the attribute-based scheme, the attribute

authority generates and manages the attribute private keys

for the system participants may lead to problems such as key

abuse and privacy leakage. To solve this problem, our scheme

makes the patient act as the attribute authority to generate and

distribute the attribute private key for the user.

In addition, providing authorized users with the ability to

quickly retrieve data is something to consider when sharing

personal health records. To achieve this goal, we construct

an index building algorithm based on literature [2], and store

the keyword index set of encrypted personal health records

generated by the algorithm to the cloud server.

Finally, achieving efficient data integrity verification is

also an urgent problem to be solved when sharing personal

health records. In our scheme, the hash values of encrypted

personal health records are stored in the blockchain, and

the relevant index set is stored in the smart contract, which

provides a new idea to solve this problem. Besides, in order

to help patients manage their personal health records out-

sourced to the cloud server, index update and index deletion

algorithms are constructed in our scheme.

B. THE SPECIFIC SCHEME

Our scheme is divided into four stages: initialization, personal

health records storage, personal health records sharing and

personal health records management. The specific design of

each stage is as follows.

1) INITIALIZATION STAGE

In this stage, the patient first performs the following Setup

algorithm to initialize some parameters for use in subsequent

stages.

• Setup(1λ) → (mpk,msk): The algorithm selects

an appropriate encoding method τ , for each attribute

at ∈ U , where U is the attribute universal set and

|U | = n, such that τ (at) = x ∈ Z∗
p , and the encoding

is different from each other. It also chooses a bilinear

group tuple (G,G1) of prime order p, let g, h ∈R G

and e : G × G → G1 is a bilinear map. Besides,

it chooses a set D = {d1, · · · , dn−1}, where {di}i∈n−1 ∈

Z∗
p is different from each other, and also different to

τ (at) = x, for all at ∈ U . And for each i ≤ n − 1,

let Di = {d1, · · · , di}. Furthermore, it selects two hash

functions H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l and SHA − 256.

Finally, the algorithm randomly chooses α, γ ∈ Z∗
p ,

computes u = gαγ , v = e(gα, h), and sets the system

master keymsk = (g, α, γ ), the system public parameter

mpk = (U , n, u, v, {hαγ i}i=0,··· ,2n−1,D, τ,H ,

SHA−256).

After that, The patient compiles the created data integrity

verification contract (given in section VI of this paper) into

EVM bytecode and deploys it to the blockchain, recording

the contract address and ABI locally.

2) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS STORAGE STAGE

In this stage, the patient realizes the outsourcing storage

of personal health records through the three procedures of

outsourcing preparation, storage enforcement and storage

confirmation. The specific description of each process is as

follows.

◮ Process1: outsourcing preparation

To achieve privacy protection, before outsourcing a per-

sonal health record set F = {Fq}q∈[N ] to the cloud server,

the patient encrypts the set F with the AES key K selected

from the key space. That is, for each q ∈ [N ], the patient
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computes Cq = AES.Encrypt(K ,Fq), and gets the ciphertext

set C = {Cq}q∈[N ] of F .

Then, to ensure that encrypted personal health records can

be searched by keywords, the patient builds the keyword

index set I1 for encrypted personal health records based on

Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, Fw = {Fsj}j∈[m] is the set of

personal health records containing the keywordw in the setF ,

Cw = {Csj}j∈[m] is the ciphertext set of Fw, and m is the

number of personal health records containing the keyword w

in the setF . For eachCsj ∈ Cw, j ∈ [m], the keyword index set

I1 maps the ciphertext Tw = SHA−256(K‖w) of the keyword

w to the set (IDCsj ,H (Csj )), where IDCsj is the identifier of

Csj , and H (Csj ) is the hash value of Csj .

Algorithm 1 BuildIndex1

Input: AES key K , personal health record set F ,

ciphertext set C of F , keyword setW extracted

from F

Output: keyword index set I1
1 for each keyword w ∈ W do

2 Tw = SHA− 256(K‖w)

3 Suppose Fw = {Fsj}j∈[m] and Cw = {Csj}j∈[m]
4 for j ∈ [m] do

5 I1(Tw) = (IDCsj ,H (Csj ))

6 end

7 end

8 return I1

Finally, the patient sends ciphertext setC ofF and keyword

index set I1 generated by the above operations to the cloud

server. Meanwhile, to achieve fine-grained access control and

solve the single point failure problem caused by a single entity

centralized management key, the patient encrypts the AES

key K with the following CP− ABE .Encrypt algorithm, and

saves its ciphertext CK to blockchain through a transaction

and records the transaction id.

• CP − ABE.Encrypt(msk, (S, t),K ) → CK : The algo-

rithm inputs the systemmaster keymsk , threshold access

policy (S, t), where the attribute set S ⊂ U and |S| =

s 6 n, threshold value t satisfies 1 6 t 6 s, and AES

key K , it outputs the ciphertext CK of K . Specifically,

it randomly selects k ∈ Z∗
p and computes















CK1
= u−k

CK2
= h

k·α·
∏

at∈S (γ+τ (at))
∏

d∈Dn+t−1−s
(γ+d)

T = vk = e(gα, h)k

CK3
= T · K

Then, the ciphertext CK = (CK1
,CK2

,CK3
) of K .

◮ Process2: storage enforcement

The cloud server first stores the ciphertext set C of F and

index set I1 sent by the patient. Then, to facilitate patient

verification of storage execution, the cloud server constructs

a Merkle tree based on the stored ciphertext set C of F .

Here, we take the number N = 4 of personal health

records and the ciphertext set C = {Cq}q∈[4] of F as an

FIGURE 5. The Merkle tree of personal health records ciphertext

example to illustrate the construction process of the Merkle

tree. TheMerkle tree is built from the bottom to up. As shown

in Figure 5, the hash value H (Cq) of each encrypted personal

health record in set C is stored to the corresponding leaf

node hq = H (Cq), q ∈ [4]. Two adjacent leaf nodes are

concatenated and hashed to generate their parent node, that is,

h1,2 = H (h1‖h2) and h3,4 = H (h3‖h4). Continue the similar

operation until the root σroot = H (h1,2‖h3,4) of the Merkle

tree is generated. It should be noted that constructing aMerkle

tree requires an even number of leaf nodes. If the numberN of

personal health records is odd, then the ciphertext of the Nth

personal health record will be copied to form an even number

of leaf nodes, and the Merkle tree can be constructed in the

way that is similar to N = 4.

Finally, the cloud server signs the root node σroot of

the Merkle tree with its Ethereum account private key, and

saves the generated signature Iroot = sigCSP(σroot ) to the

blockchain through a transaction and sends the transaction id

to the patient.

◮ Process3: storage confirmation

According to the transaction id sent by the cloud server,

the patient reads the signature Iroot = sigCSP(σroot ) of the

cloud server from blockchain, and uses the Ethereum account

public key of the cloud server to decrypt it and obtain σroot .

After that, the patient calculates σ ′
root using the ciphertext

set C of F stored locally. If σroot = σ ′
root , the patient can

determine that the cloud server has performed the storage

correctly.

After making sure that the cloud server performs the stor-

age correctly, in order to enable the user to quickly verify

the integrity and correctness of encrypted personal health

records returned by the cloud server without interacting with

the cloud server in the personal health records sharing stage,

the patient first saves the hash values of the ciphertext of all

personal health records in the set F into blockchain in the

form of transactions, and records the transaction id set TX .

The patient then generates the keyword index set I2 for these

hash values based on Algorithm 2. Similar to Algorithm 1,

in Algorithm 2, the keyword index set I2 maps the ciphertext

Tw = SHA − 256(K‖w) of the keyword w ∈ W to the set

TXw = {txidsj}j∈[m], where TXw = {txidsj}j∈[m] is id set of

transactions that save hash values of the ciphertext of the
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personal health records in the set Fw = {Fsj}j∈[m]. Finally,

the patient calls the function addIndex() in the data integrity

verification contract to store the keyword index set I2 into the

contract, and then deletes the local personal health record set

F and ciphertext set C of F .

Algorithm 2 BuildIndex2

Input: AES key K , personal health record set F ,

transaction id set TX , keyword setW extracted

from F

Output: keyword index set I2
1 for each keyword w ∈ W do

2 Tw = SHA− 256(K‖w)

3 Suppose Fw = {Fsj}j∈[m], TXw = {txidsj}j∈[m]
4 for j ∈ [m] do

5 I2(Tw) = txidsj
6 end

7 end

8 return I2

3) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS SHARING STAGE

This stage realizes the sharing of personal health records, and

includes four processes: request access, access authorization,

personal health records retrieval and personal health records

verification.

◮ Process1: request access

To access the patient’s personal health records, the user sends

the access request containing his/her identity information and

Ethereum account address to the patient. After the patient

verifies the user’s identity, an appropriate attribute set ω is

selected for the user and the corresponding attribute private

key skω is generated through the followingCP−ABE .KeyGen

algorithm.

• CP−ABE.KeyGen(msk, ω) → skω: The algorithm

inputs the system master key msk , attribute set

ω ∈ U , and outputs attribute private key skω. Concretely,

it randomly picks two elements r, z ∈ Z∗
p , and computes

the attribute private key

skω =

(

{

g
r

γ+τ (at)

}

at∈ω
,

{

hrγ
i
}

i=0,··· ,n−2
, h

r−z
γ , z

)

In particular, to avoid many security problems that exist

in the centralized management of attribute private keys by

a single entity, the patient negotiates a symmetric key K ′

with the user through the Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-

tocol and uses it as the AES key to encrypt skω, that is,

Cskω = AES.Encrypt(K ′, skω). After that, the patient saves

the ciphertext Cskω of skω to blockchain through a transaction

and records the transaction id.

After completing the above operations, the patient calls the

function addUser() in the data integrity verification contract

to add the user’s Ethereum account address to the legitimate

users set legalUsers[] of the contract, thus giving the user the

right to call the data integrity verification contract.

Finally, the patient sends the address and ABI of the data

integrity verification contract, the id of the transaction that

saves the ciphertext Cskω of skω, the id of the transaction that

saves the ciphertext CK of the AES key K , and the attribute

set ω to the user.

◮ Process2: access authorization

After receiving the message sent by the patient, the user first

reads the ciphertext Cskω of the attribute private key skω and

the ciphertext CK of the AES key K from blockchain accord-

ing to the transaction ids in the message. After that, the user

executes the AES decryption algorithm to obtain the attribute

private key skω, that is, skω = AES.Decrypt(K ′,Cskω ).

Finally, the user determines whether his/her attribute set ω

satisfies the ciphertext policy (S, t) of CK , that is, whether

|ω ∩ S| ≥ t is true. If so, the user can obtain AES key K by

executing the following CP− ABE .Decrypt algorithm.

• CP−ABE.Decrypt(mpk, skω, ω,CK , (S, t))→K : The

algorithm inputs the system public parameter mpk ,

attribute private key skω, attribute set ω, the ciphertext

CK of AES key K , threshold access policy (S, t), and

outputs AES key K . Concretely, suppose ωS = ω ∩ S

and |ωS | = t . For ∀at ∈ ωS , it computes

Aggregate

(

{

g
r

γ+τ (at), τ (at)
}

at∈ωS

)

=g
r

∏

at∈ωS (γ+τ (at))

With the output of the algorithm Aggregate, it also com-

putes

X = e

(

g
r

∏

at∈ωS
(γ+τ (at))

,CK2

)

= e(g, h)
k·α·r ·

∏

at∈S\ωS
(γ+τ (at))

∏

d∈Dn+t−1−s
(γ+d)

For simplicity, for ∀d ∈ D, let τ (d) = d , and defines

P(ωS ,S)(γ ) as

P(ωS ,S)(γ ) =
1

γ

(

∏

y∈(S∪Dn+t−1−s)\ωS
(γ + τ (y))

−
∏

y∈(S∪Dn+t−1−s)\ωS
τ (y)

)

Importantly, since |ωS | ≥ t and degree(P(ωS ,S)(x)) ≤

n − 2. Therefore, hrP(ωS ,S)(γ ) can be calculated from the

values included in skω. After that, it calculates

e(CK1
, hrP(ωS ,S)(γ )) · X

= e (g, h)
k·α·r ·

∏

y∈(S∪Dn+t−1−s)\ωS
τ (y)

(1)

And from equation (1) can obtain

e(g,h)k·α·r =
(

e(CK1
, hrP(ωS ,S)(γ ))

· X
)

1
∏

y∈(S∪Dn+t−1−s)\ωS
τ (y)

(2)

Then, it calculates

e(CK1
, h

r−z
γ ) = e(g, h)−k·α·r · e(g, h)k·α·z (3)

Finally, it substitutes equation (2) into equation (3) and

multiplies it by e(g, h)−z to obtain T = e(g, h)k·α ,

and then the AES key K is recovered by computing

K = CK3
/T .
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◮ Process3: personal health records retrieval

When a user wants to access the patient’s personal health

records containing keywords w, the user generates a token

Tw based on the following TokenGen algorithm and sends it

to the cloud server.

• TokenGen(K ,w) → Tw: The algorithm inputs AES

key K , keyword w, and outputs the token Tw =

SHA− 256(K‖w).

After the cloud server receives the token Tw, it performs

the search according to Algorithm 3 and returns the search

results to the user. More specifically, the cloud server first

initializes two empty sets Cw and Tagw. Next, it uses the

token Tw to search the keyword index set I1 and get the set

{(IDCsj ,H (Csj ))}j∈[m]. Finally, it adds the encrypted personal

health record Csj found by IDCsj to the set Cw, and the hash

value H (Csj ) of Csj is added to the set Tagw, then returns

Result = Cw ∪ Tagw to the user.

Algorithm 3 Search

Input: keyword index set I1, ciphertext set C of F , token

Tw
Output: Result

1 set Cw = φ,Tagw = φ

2 phase I1(Tw) = {(IDCsj ,H (Csj ))}j∈[m]

3 for j ∈ [m] do

4 set Cw = Cw ∪ Csj
5 set Tagw = Tagw ∪ H (Csj )

6 set Result = Cw ∪ Tagw
7 end

8 return Result

◮ Process4: personal health records verification

Since a semi-trusted cloud server may return tampered or

partially satisfactory search results to the user. Therefore, it is

necessary to verify the integrity and accuracy of encrypted

personal health records in the set Cw returned by the cloud

server before performing the decryption operation. To be

specific, after receiving the search resultsResult = Cw∪Tagw
from the cloud server, the user calls the function search() in

the data integrity verification contract with token Tw. The

function search() uses the token Tw to search the keyword

index set I2 stored in the data integrity verification contract

and saves the set TXw of searched transaction id to blockchain

in the form of events.

The user monitors the blockchain to obtain TXw, and reads

the hash values of the target files from blockchain according

to the transaction ids in the set TXw. Next, by comparing

these hash values read from blockchain with the hash values

in the set Tagw returned by the cloud server, the user can

determine which encrypted personal health records in the set

Cw returned by the cloud server are complete and valuable

for reference, and which have been changed. Finally, the user

decrypts the untampered encrypted personal health records in

the set Cw with the AES key K to obtain the original personal

health records containing the keyword w.

4) PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS MANAGEMENT STAGE

The stage is reached when the patient wants to upload a

newly generated personal health record to the cloud server

or delete an encrypted personal health record from the cloud

server. Here, we consider the following two scenarios and

assume that the cloud server will be honest in these two

scenarios.

◮ Scenario 1: add a personal health record

When a new personal health record FN+1 is generated,

the patient selects a keyword set W ′ ⊂ W from FN+1,

encrypts FN+1 using the AES key K , that is CN+1 =

AES.Encrypt(K ,FN+1), and builds the keyword index set

I ′1 = {(Tw′ , IDCN+1
,H (CN+1))}w′∈W ′ for CN+1 based on

Algorithm 1. Later, the patient sends the ciphertext CN+1 of

FN+1 and the keyword index set I ′1 to the cloud server.

After receiving the message sent by the patient, the cloud

server first stores the ciphertext CN+1 of FN+1, and then

updates the keyword index set I1 according to Algorithm 4.

When the keyword index set I1 is updated, the cloud server

parses I ′1 to get the set {(Tw′ , IDCN+1
,H (CN+1))}w′∈W ′ .

For each element (Tw′ , IDCN+1
,H (CN+1)) in the set

{(Tw′ , IDCN+1
,H (CN+1))}w′∈W ′ , the cloud server first uses

Tw′ search the keyword index set I1 to find the set

{(IDCs
j′
,H (Csj′ ))}j′∈[m′], where IDCs

j′
is the identifier of the

ciphertext Csj′ of the personal health record Fsj′ containing

keywords w′ in the personal health record set F , H (Csj′ ) is

the hash value of Csj′ , andm
′ is the number of personal health

records that contain keywordsw′ in the personal health record

set F .Next, the cloud server adds (IDCN+1
,H (CN+1)) to the

set {(IDCs
j′
,H (Csj′ ))}j′∈[m′].

Algorithm 4 UpdateIndex

Input: keyword index set I ′1, keyword index set I1
Output: null

1 phase I ′1 = {(Tw′ , IDCN+1
,H (CN+1))}w′∈W ′

2 for each w′ ∈ W ′ ⊂ W do

3 phase I1(Tw′ ) = {(IDCs
j′
,H (Csj′ ))}j′∈[m′]

4 add (IDCN+1
,H (CN+1)) to

5 {(IDCs
j′
,H (Csj′ ))}j′∈[m′]

6 end

Finally, the patient saves the hash value H (CN+1) of

the ciphertext CN+1 of FN+1 to blockchain in the form of

the transaction and generates the keyword index set I ′2 =

{(Tw′ , txidN+1)}w′∈W ′ forH (CN+1) based on the Algorithm 2,

then calls the function addIndex() in the data integrity verifi-

cation contract to add I ′2 to the keyword index set I2.

◮ Scenario 2: delete a personal health record

To delete the ciphertext Cq of personal health record

Fq ∈ F from the cloud server, the patient first gener-

ates a token Tw′′ = SHA − 256(K‖w′′) for each keyword

w′′ ∈ W ′′ according to the TokenGen algorithm. Note that,

W ′′ is a keyword set extracted from Fq, andW
′′ ⊂ W . Later,

the patient sends the identifier IDCq of Cq, the hash value

H (Cq) of Cq and the token set TW ′′ to the cloud server.
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After receiving the message sent by the patient, the cloud

server first finds the ciphertext Cq of Fq according to IDCq
and deletes it, and then performs Algorithm 5 to delete

all keyword indexes of Cq from the keyword index set I1.

Specifically, for each token Tw′′ ∈ TW ′′ , the cloud server

first uses Tw′′ search the keyword index set I1 to find the set

{(IDCs
j′′

,H (Csj′′ ))}j′′∈[m′′], where IDCs
j′′
is the identifier of the

ciphertext Csj′′ of the personal health record Fsj′′ containing

keywords w′′ in personal health record set F , H (Csj′′ ) is

the hash value of Csj′′ , and m′′ is the number of personal

health records that contain keywordsw′′ in the personal health

record set F . Next, the cloud server uses the hash value

H (Cq) of Cq to find the keyword index of Cq in the set

{(IDCs
j′′

,H (Csj′′ ))}j′′∈[m′′] and delete it.

Algorithm 5 DeleteIndex

Input: token set TW ′′ , keyword index set I1, the hash

value H (Cq) of Cq
Output: null

1 for each Tw′′ ∈ TW ′′ do

2 phase I1(Tw′′ ) = {(IDCs
j′′

,H (Csj′′ ))}j′′∈[m′′]

3 for j′′ ⇐ 1 to m′′ do

4 if H (Csj′′ ) = H (Cq) then

5 for ǫ ⇐ j′′ + 1 to m′′ do

6 (IDCsǫ−1
,H (Csǫ−1

)) ⇐

7 (IDCsǫ ,H (Csǫ ))

8 end

9 end

10 end

11 end

Finally, the patient uses the token set TW ′′ and the id of the

transaction that saves H (Cq) call the function deleteIndex()

in the data integrity verification contract to delete all keyword

indexes of H (Cq) from the keyword index set I2.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART CONTRACT

In this part, the source code of the data integrity verification

contract is given in Algorithm 6, and the function of each

function in the contract is described in detail.

Algorithm 6 Data Integrity Verification Contract

pragma solidity ∧0.4.19;

contract DataIntegrityVerification{

bytes[] H;

address public user;

address public patient;

mapping(address⇒bool) public legalUsers;

struct indexSet{

bytes32 txid;

}

bytes32 token;

mapping(bytes32⇒indexSet[]) Index;

event searchEvent(bytes32 result);

function DataIntegrityVerification() public{

patient=msg.sender;

legalUsers[patient]=true;

}

modifier onlyPatient(){

require (msg.sender == patient);

−;

}

function storageH(bytes a) onlyPatient() public

returns (bool){

H.push(a);

return true;

}

function addUser(address nUser) onlyPatient()

public returns(bool){

if (!legalUsers[nUser]) {

legalUsers[nUser]=true;

}

return legalUsers[nUser];

}

functionremoveUser(address oUser) onlyPatient()

public returns(bool){

legalUsers[oUser] = false;

}

function addIndex(bytes32 token, bytes32 txHash)

onlyPatient() public returns (bool){

var temp = indexSet(txid: txHash);

Index[token].push(temp);

return true;

}

function deleteIndex(bytes32 token, bytes32 txHash)

onlyPatient() public{

uint indexlen=Index[token].length;

for(uint i=0; i<indexlen; i++){

if(Index[token][i].txid=txHash){

for(uint j=i+1; j<indexlen; j++){

Index[token][j-1]=Index[token][j];

}

delete Index[token][indexlen-1];

Index[token].length- -;

break;

}

}

}
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Algorithm 6 (continued)

modifier havedAuthorized(){

require(legalUsers[msg.sender]);

−;

}

function search(bytes32 token) havedAuthorized()

public{

uint len=Index[token].length;

for (uint i=0; i<len; i++){

searchEvent(result: Index[token][i].txid);

}

}

}

The contract provides the following nine function interfaces.

DataIntegrityVerification(): A constructor that is used to

complete the contract’s initialization variable assignment and

is executed only once when the contract is created. In the

data integrity verification contract above, this function holds

the address of the external function caller and adds the

patient’s Ethereum account address to the legalUser[]. Note

that, the name of the constructor must be the same as the name

of the contract.

onlyPatient(): A function modifier that is the antecedent

condition for function execution. When a function is deco-

rated with onlyPatient(), the function must satisfy the con-

ditions of onlyPatient() before it can run. The condition set

by onlyPatient() in the data integrity verification contract

above is that the function can only be called by the patient.

In particular, ‘‘−’’ in the function modifier represents the

function body to be executed.

storageH(): This function can only be called by the patient

and is used to save the hash values of encrypted personal

health records to the blockchain.

addUser(): This function can only be called by the patient

and is used to add the Ethereum account address of the user

authenticated by the patient to the legalUser[] of the data

integrity verification contract.

removeUser(): This function can only be called by the

patient. After the patient removes a user from the system, this

function is called to revoke the user’s permission to call the

data integrity verification contract.

addIndex(): This function can only be called by the patient.

It is responsible for saving keyword indexes of the hash values

of encrypted personal healths records to the data integrity

verification contract above.

deleteIndex(): This function can only be called by the

patient. After the patient deletes an encrypted personal

health record and its keyword indexes from the cloud server,

the function is called to delete all keyword indexes of the

hash value of its from the data integrity verification contract

above.

TABLE 2. Smart contract fee test.

havedAuthorized(): This is also a function modifier that

restricts the execution of the function search(). The function

search() is executed only if the caller of the function is a user

in the legalUser[].

search(): This function can only be called by a user in the

LegalUser[]. A legal user calls the function with token gen-

erated by a keyword. Then the function performs search and

publishes the search results as searchEvents onto blockchain.

The user monitors blockchain to get search results.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND

SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluated the performance of the scheme in terms of the

cost of smart contract and the efficiency of file encryption.

1) THE COST OF SMART CONTRACT

For the smart contract part, our scheme uses Remix as the

development tool of smart contract, writes smart contract

with Solidity language and deploys the compiled contract in

Ethereum test network Rinkeby.

We first tested the cost of deploy contract, addUser, and

removeUser. In particular, we set gasprice = 1Gwei in the

experiment. The test results are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the deploy contract operation is performed

during the initialization stage at a cost of 0.0008748471Ether.

The addUser operation is performed during the personal

health records sharing stage, and the operation is performed

after the patient authenticates the identity of the sender

of the access request, and the cost of the operation is

0.000023948 Ether. In addition, after the patient deletes a

user from the system, the removeUser operation is executed

to revoke the user’s permission to call the smart contract, and

the cost of the operation is 0.000014322 Ether.

We then tested the cost of storageH, addIndex, deleteIndex,

and search operations separately. Consider that the cost of

these operations may increase as the number of personal

health records increases. Therefore, we used the heart as a

keyword to test the cost of these operations when a keyword

corresponds to 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 personal health records, and

the test results are shown in Table 3.

As it can be seen from Table 3, the execution cost of

storageH, addIndex, deleteIndex and search operations will

increase as the number of personal health records increases.

Among them, the execution costs of addIndex and stor-

ageH operations vary greatly as the number of personal

health records increases. When the number of personal health
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TABLE 3. Smart contract fee test.

records increases from 1 to 12, the cost of performing

these two operations increases by 0.000603933 Ether and

0.000548912 Ehter, respectively. In addition, although the

execution cost of the search operation also increases with the

number of personal health records increases, the increase is

very small compared with addIndex and storageH operations,

which is just 0.000020715 Ether. In particular, as the number

of personal health records increases, the execution cost of

the deleteIndex operation increases the least, only increasing

0.000003329 Ether.

By analyzing the test results in Table 2 and Table 3, it is not

difficult to find that our data integrity verification contract

requires less cost in deployment and invocation, and it is

acceptable for patients and users. Moreover, although the cost

of calling some of the functions in the contract increases as

the number of personal health records increases, the increase

is small. So our scheme uses the smart contract to verify the

integrity and correctness of the search results returned by the

cloud server is feasible in practice.

2) FILE ENCRYPTION EFFICIENCY

We first tested the time consumption of encrypting different

files with the AES encryption algorithm on the computer.

In the experiment, the CPU parameters of the computer are

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz, RAM is

4.00GB, the running system is Windows10 and the program-

ming language is Java. The test results are shown in Figure 6.

According to Figure 6, the encryption time of AES encryp-

tion algorithm is proportional to the size of the file. As the

FIGURE 6. File encryption time.

file size increases, the encryption time of the AES encryp-

tion algorithm also increases. In addition, it also can be

seen from Figure 6 that when AES encryption algorithm

is used to encrypt files less than 100KB, the time spent is

less than 1s. Even if the file size is increased to 1200KB,

the additional time consumed is only about 10s. Since patient

health records increase dynamically, we use AES encryption

algorithm to encrypt the patient’s personal health records,

which can greatly improve the efficiency of the scheme.

Later, we compared the test results in Figure 6with the time

consumption of encrypting different files using the attribute-

based encryption scheme in literature [41]. The comparison

results are shown in Figure 7.

By analyzing Figure 7, it can be seen that the time con-

sumed by AES encryption algorithm and attribute-based

encryption algorithm in encrypting smaller files is not
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FIGURE 7. File encryption efficiency comparison.

very different. However, when the file is large, the encryption

efficiency of the AES encryption algorithm is significantly

higher than the attribute-based encryption algorithm. As the

patient’s health data contains many large image files, such

as CT, X-ray, etc, our scheme is more applicable than tradi-

tional schemes that use attribute-based encryption scheme to

encrypt personal health records.

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Security is a crucial issue in the personal health record sharing

system. Here, we analyzed the security of our scheme from

the following five different aspects.

1) TAMPER-PROOF

In our scheme, encrypted personal health records uploaded

to the cloud server cannot be arbitrarily modified. Because

the patient saves the hash values of encrypted personal health

records to the blockchain through a transaction. The tamper-

proof nature of blockchain ensures that data in the transaction

cannot be arbitrarily changed unless someone has more than

51% computing power of the entire blockchain network.

2) PRIVACY PROTECTION

Personal health records are highly sensitive privacy data,

no information about the patient’s personal health records

should be disclosed without his/her authorization. In our

scheme, the patient encrypts the original personal health

records and then outsources them to the cloud server. This not

only solves the problem of limited blockchain storage capac-

ity, but also greatly reduces the risk of privacy information

disclosure in the original personal health records.

3) KEY MANAGEMENT

In our scheme, the key management and distribution prob-

lems in traditional cryptography schemes are effectively

solved by using blockchain to realize key distribution and

management.

4) FINE-GRAINED ACCESS CONTROL

In our scheme, the patient generates and distributes the

attribute private key for the user. It not only solves many

TABLE 4. Functional comparison of similar schemes.

security risks caused by untrusted attribute authorities in

attribute-based encryption schemes, but also fine-grained

access control is implemented for patients to their personal

health records without relying on any third party

5) SEARCHABILITY AND VERIFIABILITY

Our scheme stores keyword indexes of encrypted personal

health records to the cloud server, and keyword indexes of the

hash values of encrypted personal health records are stored

in the smart contract. In this way, keyword search and data

integrity verification are achieved.

Based on the above security analysis, we made a functional

comparison between our scheme and similar schemes cited

in references, and the results of the comparison are shown

in Table 4. Note that, in Table 4, Y represents that the litera-

ture supports this function, and N represents that the literature

does not support this function.

As it can be seen fromTable 4, our scheme is superior to the

existing similar schemes in terms of functions such as tamper-

proofing, privacy protection, distributed key management,

keyword search, data integrity verification, and fine-grained

access control. Moreover, our scheme provides an effective

solution for improving data integrity, privacy and security of

personal health record sharing system, while also ensuring

the fast data retrieval capability of authorized users.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new personal health records sharing scheme

is proposed. In the new scheme, the patient generates and

distributes the attribute private key for the user, enabling the

scheme to achieve fine-grained access control without relying

on any third party. In addition, because of the blockchain

has the characteristics of decentralization and tamper-proof,

the use of the blockchain to maintain keys in the scheme

makes the management and distribution of keys more secure.

Furthermore, the hash values of encrypted personal health

records are stored on the blockchain, and the related index

set is stored in the smart contract, so that the personal health

records receiver can conveniently and quickly verify the

integrity of encrypted personal health records received from

the cloud server.

Although our scheme solves some of the problems in the

existing personal health records sharing schemes. However,

how to verify whether the cloud server performs file update
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and file delete operations according to the patient’s require-

ments during the personal health record management stage

still needs further research.
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